
Evaluation Question 4: Who would be the audience for your media product?!!!
From my survey I created online during the start of my project in the planning stages, I came to the conclusion that my target 
audience would be predominately viewers within the age range of 10-18 majority of which being female. !
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This is Christie, who is 17 years old and fits the stereotypical 
person who would be the audience for my product. In her free 
time she loves watching films, especially horror films and my 
chosen genre crime and also likes to socialise with her friends. 
She usually watches films ‘once a week’ and her favourite films 
are ‘Taken’ and the ‘Nightcrawler’ both of which come under the 
genre of crime and thriller. For example, in a way, Taken is a 
similar film to what my product is as although the main female 
character isn’t murdered she is still kidnapped, therefore, Christie 
fits the perfect description for someone who would be the 
audience for my product as she is particularly interested in the 
same genre in which my product is.!

Christie loves watching crime films because ‘it gives a sense of 
suspense and mystery for the audience.’ ‘She also loves the way in 
which some crime films involves a plot of solving a crime or mystery 
as this creates an exciting and tense atmosphere keeping you on the 
edge of your seat.’ Christie’s ideal horror film would be ‘located in the 
neighbourhood with no diegetic music to compliment the 
environment.’ This concludes that Christie fits the description for a 
stereotypical viewer of my product. 

I showed Christie my film opening and she said she liked it 
because the location was isolated which gave it a spooky and 
mysterious atmosphere for the audience. She also said that 
she liked the flash backs in my opening because it made more 
exciting. 
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